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Background
Daratumumab (anti-CD38) is a novel targeted therapy for
multiple myeloma which was approved by the FDA in
November of 2015. It is an IgG antibody against CD38
which is present on myeloma cells. Additionally, CD38 is
present on red blood cells(RBCs) resulting in unwanted
positive reactions with blood bank test systems. For
antibody detection and identification, DTT-treated cells
can be used to eliminate the interference.
As dithiothreitol (DTT) is a chemical, no FDA approved
manufacturer’s instructions exist requiring an expiration
period for treated reagent red cells. Our procedure had
indicated a 24 hour expiration date.

TAT Results

Test of Change 1 Protocol Evaluation

Turn Around Time

Data used for study
Total number of patients = 25
Total clinic visits (biweekly) for 16 weeks = 25 x 8 = 200
Total blood bank orders (type and crossmatch; type and screen) = 200
All initial Type and Screens performed at Emory
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Cost Results
Cost Comparision between different Protocols
$140,000.00
$120,000.00
$100,000.00

Next Steps
Protocol evaluation proved to increase our Turn-around-time (TAT) average from 72
hours to 4 hours using Protocol 4 and greatly reduced the cost per patient. The staff
tech time burden had increased as DTT treated red cells had to be prepared fresh
daily which accounted for half of the procedure time. Our next step was to attempt to
increase the life of the DTT treated cells to further reduce TAT and costs (Protocol 5.)

Test of Change 2 Improving Reagent
Aim Statement
Reduce waits and delays for Myeloma Clinic patients by
examining protocols for handling patients exhibiting
anti-CD38 interference including sending out to reference
lab, provision of genotypically or phenotypically matched
units, and in house testing using DTT treated cells by
December 31st, 2016.

Validating DTT treated RBCs for 7 day expiration
• Reagent red cells were selected for antigens known to deteriorate with age:
• Duffy (heterozygous expression)
• Kidd (heterozygous expression)
• Lewis (homozygous expression)
• Selected cells underwent DTT treatment performed by three technologists.
• After treatment, the cells were stored at 2 – 8 degrees C for 10 days and
periodically monitored for antigenic deterioration and hemolysis.
• After 10 days of storage, results for all antigen typings were acceptable. Moderate
hemolysis was observed which resolved upon washing of reagent cells.
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Conclusion
On 12/29/2016 we standardized testing to follow Protocol 5.
Developing an in house testing protocol including validation of
extended dating of DTT treating RBCs resulted in the following:
97.2% reduction in TAT
79.7% reduction in cost
This novel protocol developed at the Emory Center for Transfusion
and Cellular Therapy department offers patients suffering from
Multiple Myeloma relief from extended waiting times for transfusion as
well as a significant reduction in laboratory associated costs.

